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Aiming at the problem that existing network performance measurements have low accuracy for (Request for Comments)
RFC 2544, this paper proposes a high-speed network performance measurement based on field-programmable
gate array (FPGA). The active measurement method is used to generate probe data frames, and a passive measurement
method is employed to count network traffic. According to the statistical laws based on throughput variation, interval
stretching mechanism is used to dynamically adjust interframe gap. When our approach approaches the maximum
throughput, the network performance parameters are achieved. A prototype based on NetFPGA is also implemented
for evaluation. Experimental results show that our approach can be applied in high-speed network and the latency
can be accurate to the nanosecond. Compared with network performance measurement using software to send
probe data frames and a similar work based on FPGA, our approach can be more flexible and the evaluation data
are more accurate.
Keywords: RFC 2544; Active measurement; Passive measurement; Traffic generator; Interval stretching; Network
performance measurement1 Introduction
The explosive growth in Internet deployment for a con-
stantly growing variety of applications has created a
massive increase in demand for network performance
parameters, such as throughput, latency, and packet loss
rate [1-6], which are very important for providing differ-
entiated network services. Accurate network performance
parameters can help to improve the quality of network
services, including active and passive resource manage-
ment, traffic engineering, as well as providing quality of
service (QoS) guarantees for end-user applications. In par-
ticular, as modern network management systems shift
their focus forward service-level and application-level
management, the network monitoring process requires
more data to be collected in a higher frequency.
With the development of new network applications
and value-added services, network traffic characteristics
have become more and more complex. Different applica-
tions have different flow characteristics and behavioral
characteristics, so it is not enough to analyze only using* Correspondence: wang@guet.edu.cn
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provided the original work is properly creditedmathematical simulation and the classical queuing
theory mode. But through the result of the network per-
formance parameters and its analysis, we could simulate
the Internet environment accurately, which helps us to
optimize the network and design the network equipment
to a certain extent.
Different network applications have different require-
ments for QoS. For example, file transfer services re-
quire low packet loss rate and high throughput, and
real-time multimedia services demand low latency [7].
Through network measurement, the users can detect
network congestion, locate network performance bottle-
necks, and provide the basis for the network resource
optimization.
Faced with an increasingly serious threat to network
security, the large-scale network measurements are used
to analyze and assess the network performance in abnor-
mal circumstances so early warning can be provided to
prevent large-scale network attacks. Therefore, network
measurement method also has become an important
mean to protect the network security and prevent large-
scale network attacks.
The most frequent used methods are ping and tracer-
oute. By calculating the time between sending thecle distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
hich permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
.
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Datagram Protocol (UDP) packet and receiving the re-
sponse packet, the end-loop time can be obtained, but
the processing rate restricts the performance of the
above solutions, which only enables the latency to be
accurate to the milliseconds. Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) state detection [8] performs analysis of
TCP flows. It utilizes TCP data packets and its acknow-
ledgement (ACK) packets to measure the throughput
and latency. Unfortunately, the results are only closer to
the actual network. Using the software [9,10] to generate
test flow can be easy to achieve, but its results are diffi-
cult to make the users satisfy to a certain extent because
it could create an extra overhead when generating the
test flows constantly. It usually is not suitable to be de-
ployed in high-speed network. In addition, common net-
work performance analyzers, such as SmartBits and
TestCenter, are too expensive to be suitable for general
performance benchmarks.
In this paper, an FPGA-based high-speed network per-
formance measurement for RFC 2544 [11] is proposed.
The active measurement method is employed to gener-
ate a lot of probe data frames set by the user. The pas-
sive measurement method is used to precisely count
network traffic of each Ethernet interface and other re-
lated parameters through Register I/O in real time. Ac-
cording to the change of throughput, it dynamically
adjusts the interframe gap to reach the limit of network
performance. Our approach not only gets the latency
that is accurate to the nanosecond but also can be ap-
plied in high-speed network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work on network performance measure-
ment. In Section 3, we put forward the network perform-
ance measurement benchmarks. The design of our
approach is shown in Section 4. Then in Section 5, experi-
mental tests and performance analysis are given. Section 6
concludes the paper.
2 Related work
Currently, the majority of existing network performance
measurement methods is software-based and concen-
trates on the measurement of throughput, latency,
packet loss rate, and so on. The network performance
measurement techniques are divided into two categories
[12]. One is the active measurement method and the
other is passive measurement method. The active meas-
urement method usually does not require collaboration
among multiple nodes, which is very flexible. It is also
easy to operate. A methodology that estimates packet
loss rate between arbitrary end hosts without control on
either end is developed in [13]. Using UDP by default to
transmit Domain Name Service (DNS) queries actively,
it takes advantage of the retransmission behavior ofdeployed DNS servers to conduct measurements, but it
needs much more resources than others, which could
bring some difficulties to some extent. Sending probe
frames or Internet Protocol (IP) packets to conduct the
measurements is another solution. The network traffic
configured by the users is needed to generate in the cli-
ent windows. When the data flows are sent or received,
it should count the network traffic. Then, the related pa-
rameters, such as latency, packet loss rate, and through-
put, are calculated. The hardware-based method can
process network traffic at much higher data rates. A
hardware circuit is tested using an FPGA device which
conducts an Ethernet tester [14] compliant with the
throughput and latency tests specified by the RFC 2544
for 10/100 Mbps Ethernet networks; the usual limita-
tions added by several hardware and software layers can
be overcome by implementing a frame generator directly
in an FPGA device, but it is only deployed in 10/100 Mbps
Ethernet networks. It is also not flexible enough. A traffic
generator [15,16] based on FPGA can achieve full gigabit
link utilization, which motivates us to do it better.
The passive measurement method does not take up
network bandwidth and has less impact on the network.
It can also help us to get accurate results. To calculate
per-application packet loss, [17] periodically retrieves
the expired flows from the two passive monitoring sen-
sors. Allowing pinpointing loss events for specific classes
of traffic, the packet loss rate of individual traffic flows
can be measured. Since it gets the related information
periodically, the packet loss rate is difficult to be achieved
in real time. The recognition of lost and retransmitted
packets and segments for packet-based methods is one of
challenges in passive round-trip time (RTT) measurement.
To overcome this problem, [18] proposes an estimation
technique for RTT measurement based on flow monitor-
ing. It calculates RTT from five-tuple flow measurement,
which identifies the flow, as well as start time and end time
for each flow record, but it should run much more time
and its results are not accurate.
3 Benchmarks
RFC 2544 provides a lot of parameters applied in different
network equipment test. In this paper, the latency,
throughput, and packet loss rate in our approach are pro-
vided to conduct network performance measurement.
3.1 Latency
The frame forwarding delay can be divided into queuing
delay, transmission delay, and the propagation delay
three parts. The transmission process of a frame is
shown in Figure 1. For a frame k, the queuing delay is
t
kð Þ
iq , the transmission delay is t
kð Þ
id , and the propagation
delay is t kð Þld . The node in Figure 1 is a target device such
Figure 1 Transmission process of a frame.
Figure 2 Interframe gap model.
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conducting measurement.
Supposing that the delay of the frame k at the node i
is T(k), we can calculate it as follows:





ld are certain under a specific measurement
condition. Due to the network traffic congestion and
other factors in the cache of the node i, the length of the
queue is dynamic, which makes the t kð Þiq changed.
The current network performance measurement
method usually uses round-trip delay to evaluate the
network performance. However, the one-way delay
may be more meaningful for network services and its
error is smaller than the round-trip delay [19]. Therefore,
we use one-way delay to reveal the latency in this paper.
We assume that T kð Þt is the delay of the frame k at the
node j and T kð Þo is the overlap between the node i sending
the data frame and the node j receiving the data frame;
Then, we can get the one-way delay T kð Þa , which is stated
as follows:
T kð Þa ¼ T kð Þ þ T kð Þt −T kð Þo ð2Þ
3.2 Throughput
When a sequence of frames {P1,P2,…,Pn} are transmitted,
δ is interframe gap between Pi and Pi + 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1).
The forwarding delay of the above frames is clearly illus-
trated in the interframe gap model shown in Figure 2.
Si is the frame size corresponding to the frame Pi. The
total size S nð Þa of the above frames sequence can be set




The time ti required for processing the frame Pi is
divided into two parts. One is the interframe gap δ
and the other is the delay of forwarding frame. The
ti and the total forwarding delay T
nð Þ





; i ¼ 1
δþ Si
C








where C is the bottleneck bandwidth. The first frame P1
does not need to wait for the interframe gap. Thus, we
can calculate the throughput TB at the above nodes
denoted as follows:







We define that the throughput of entering the
node represents the downlink throughput, while the
throughput of leaving the node indicates the upstream
throughput.
Assuming that V = {TBI,TB2,…,TBm} is a set consisting
of valid measurement of throughput on the sequence of
frames {P1,P2,…,Pn}for m times, we can get the bottle-




From Equations 4, 5, and 6, it is obvious that if we re-
duce the δ, then the T nð Þa will also be reduced so that the
TB will increase correspondingly; but conversely, if we
increase the δ, it will make the TB decreasing in turn.
Therefore, it is theoretically proved that we can dynam-
ically adjust the interframe gap to gradually approach to
the maximum throughput, which enables us to imple-
ment the measurement of the bottleneck bandwidth.
Figure 3 Layout of the network performance measurement.
Figure 4 Layout of the traffic generator.
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For the above sequence of frames {P1,P2,…,Pn} sent, the
number of the frames sent and the total bytes of the se-
quence sent are S nð Þaout and S
nð Þ
bout at the node i, respect-
ively. On other hand, at the node j, the number of the
frames stored and the total size of the sequence stored
are S nð Þain and S
að Þ
bin , respectively. Thus, frames’ loss rate Lf















4 The FPGA-based network performance
measurement
4.1 Architecture
The layout of the components along with data frame
and component interactions is shown in Figure 3. It
mainly includes traffic generation, traffic statistics,
and communication interaction.
The active measurement method is used to generate
probe data frames. user data path is the core of data
path processing, which includes an input arbiter and
a traffic generator. The input arbiter chooses a data
frame from a MAC RxQ or a CPU RxQ and then
makes it entry into the traffic generator. By accessing
the static random access memory (SRAM), a lot of
data frames are generated by the traffic generator ac-
cording to the parameters configured by the user.The passive measurement method is employed to
count network traffic. The MAC RxQ and TxQ are
part of a frame processor, which receives and transmits
the data frames from the Ethernet interface GigE Rx
and Tx, respectively. The network traffic stored and
sent according to its Ethernet interface and the frame
forwarding delay are also counted by it.
The host computer often communicates with the
FPGA to complete the performance measurement.
Through Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
bus interface, not only the host computer can send
data frames to FPGA through the direct memory ac-
cess (DMA)-engine, but also the host computer can
access the internal registers of the FPGA any time.
A CPU RxQ receives the data frames configured by
the user from the host computer via PCI bus, which
is the source of the probe data frame.
Figure 6 Layout of the frame processor.
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The traffic generator uses the active measurement to
generate network traffic. The original probe data
frame configured by such parameter as the frame
length is generated by the libnet [20] in the host
computer, which installs the NetFPGA board.
Through PCI bus interface, it is transmitted to a CPU
RxQ. Next, the input arbiter chooses a data frame
from the above CPU RxQ. Then, the data frame en-
ters the traffic generator via a 64-bit wide data bus.
The layout of the traffic generator is shown in
Figure 4. The data frame traverses the circuit follow-
ing the path indicated by the bold and white arrows,
while the register values crossing the circuit are
shown by the bold and black arrows.
The data frame is initially processed by FIFO buf-
fer which buffers some bytes if there are any down-
stream processing delays. Then, the frame flows into
frame store. Next, the frame is stored in SRAM via
SRAM interface. The associated frames with the ap-
propriate frame context information are retrieved via
Register I/O so that the data frame in the SRAM
can be monitored. When the last word of the data
frame is written into the SRAM, the frame store will
send a control signal to make frame remove in-
formed, which tells the frame remove to begin read-
ing the data frames in the SRAM.
The frame remove provides a client interface and
passes the data frame in the SRAM to a MAC TxQ.
It obtains output Ethernet interface x, the number of
data frames y, and interframe gap z via Register I/O,
which are configured by the user through PCI busFigure 5 Traffic generator process.interface at the beginning of the FPGA working.
Using the active measurement method, the frame re-
move reads the data frame in the SRAM and sends
it to a MAC TxQ according to x for y times. When
reading two adjacent frames in the SRAM, it should
wait for z clock cycles. In order to identify the suc-
cess of the measurement, it allows setting the differ-
ent 64 bits of special tags in the first and last data
frame. The traffic generator process is shown in
Figure 5.
4.3 Frame processor
The frame processor uses the passive measurement
to count the network traffic, and it also transmits
and receives the probe frame. Our approach has four
gigabit Ethernet interfaces corresponding to each
frame processor. The layout of the frame processor
is shown in Figure 6. The MAC TxQ receives the
data frames from the traffic generator and also re-
cords a tag of each new frame and the frame length
simultaneously. When getting the tag and the frame
length, it will accumulatively calculate the number of
the data frames and total bytes received, etc., which
are used separately in Equations 6, 8, and 9. Those
enable us to achieve the network traffic through
Register I/O in real time. Besides, the MAC TxQ
needs to reassemble the data frames from 64-bit to 8-
bit wide. Next, the data frames will be sent to CAM
FSM, and the data frames checked by cyclical redun-
dancy check (CRC) are transmitted to Tri-Mode Ethernet
MAC (TEMAC) via an 8-bit wide data bus.
The content addressable memory (CAM) is the
core of the CAM FSM. At the beginning of the
CAM FSM working, the CAM is initialized firstly.
With two stage pipelines, the data formed by accumu-
lating the byte which is received by the CAM FSM are
used to match the special tags (64 bits) set in the traffic
generator. Through the above matching, the matching
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corded. For one thing, the total data frame transmis-
sion time can be achieved by clock cycles, which is
used in Equation 6. For another thing, using the
valid mark can help us to avoid invalid statistics
about clock cycles when the tag in the data frames
is missing.
The TEMAC generated by the intellectual property
(IP) core of Xilinx is used to process the data
frames. It sends data frames to the GigE Tx and re-
ceives data frames from the GigE Rx. The MAC RxQ
is similar with the MAC TxQ, which is just in a dif-
ferent transmission direction. When the MAC TxQ
sends a data frame, a counter is opened; while the
MAC RxQ finishes receiving that data frame, the
above counter is closed by the MAC TxQ immedi-
ately. By their collaboration, the latency shown in
Equation 2, which is accurate to the nanosecond,
can be obtained.4.4 Interval stretching
The interval stretching is used to dynamically adjust
the interframe gap, which enables the traffic gener-
ator to generate the perfect network traffic, so the
accurate measurements can be conducted. According
to the statistical laws based on throughput variation,
our approach dynamically adjusts the interframe gap
to generate probe data frames and count network
traffic again and again. When it approaches the limit
of the network, the network performance parameters
are achieved. To find an optimized interval is importantba lb rbba
ra ba bala
Figure 7 Model of interval stretching.to get accurate evaluation results. The interval [a, b]
represents the interframe gap interval determined by
the above sequence of frames {P1,P2,…,Pn}, which is
measured for a certain time. The a and b show the
clock cycles of the interframe gap. After the meas-
urement, four kinds of rational situations can be de-
termined. The model of interval stretching is shown
in Figure 7. The arrows show the changes of the
interframe gap.
The first one is that when δ = a, our approach fails
to conduct the measurement but while δ = b, the
measurement is successful. In Figure 7a, it will ad-
just to the interframe gap interval [bl, b]. The sec-
ond one is that when both δ = a and δ = b, our
method fails to perform the measurements. From
Figure 7b, it will adjust to the interframe gap inter-
val [b, br] after expanding to [a, br]. The above two
situations usually appear early with binary search.
The third one is also that when δ = a, our approach
fails to conduct the measurement but while δ = b,
the measurement is successful. It usually should ad-
just to the interframe gap interval [ar, b], that is to
say, compressing the interframe gap interval, which
is shown in Figure 7c. The last one is that when
both δ = a and δ = b, the measurements are success-
ful. It often should adjust to the interframe gap
interval [al, a] after extending to the interval [al, b],
as we can see in Figure 7d, but the above two situa-
tions often occur in the late with fine-tuning. The
interval stretching is stated in Algorithm 1. In Step
6, the measurement expected represents that when
δ = a, it fails but while δ = b, it conducts measure-
ment successfully.
Figure 9 Latency under different frame length.
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In order to verify the feasibility of our approach, a high-
speed network performance measurement system is
implemented. The FPGA-based network performance
measurement platform is designed on NetFPGA card ver-
sion 2 with Virtex II-Pro FPGA device (Xilinx, San Jose,
CA, USA), which is shown in Figure 8. The NetFPGA is a
PCI card which provides a low-cost reusable hardware
platform for network researchers. The bottom card is the
NetFPGA in Figure 8. The host computer operates at Intel
Pentium Dual E2200 (2.20 GHz) and Cent OS 5.4 (Linux
kernel 2.6.18).
We connect one network interface to another on
NetFPGA board in the experiments for the ideal network
bandwidth 1 Gbps. To facilitate the analysis of the results,
the visualization of network traffic information for each
Ethernet interface and network performance parameters
information are achieved by the software. And we com-
pare our system with another system using the software to
send data frames for the same one communication path.
Besides, a similar approach based on FPGA [14] is also
compared with our approach on the NetFPGA.5.1 Network performance
For the data frame of different length under different
interframe gap, it is sent for 20,000 times. We compare
it with the same one communication path for latency,
throughput, and packet loss rate.
From Figure 9, the latency of the given frame length
converges to a fixed value. With the growth of the frame
length, the latency increases accordingly. It can also be
found that the latency is not directly proportional to the
frame length according to the statistics.Figure 8 The hardware of measurement platform.The measurements of throughput for a given frame length
under different interframe gap are shown in Figure 10. It
can be found that for a given frame length under a specified
interframe gap, the throughput decreases clearly with the
growth of interframe gap. It is obvious that the downlink
throughput is never less than the upstream throughput.
From the intersection between the downlink throughput
and upstream throughput, the maximum throughput of the
communication path can be determined. So, the accurate
bottleneck bandwidth can be gained. The bottleneck band-
width is 871, 910, and 931 Mbps when the data frame
length is 256, 512 and 1,024 bytes, respectively. Besides, the
frame length under the specific throughput is approximately
proportional to the interframe gap, which is drawn by the
scope of the interframe gap under different frame length.
Figure 11 plots the correspondence of interframe
gap and packet loss rate for a given frame length. It
is clear to see that with the growth of interframe gap,
the packet loss rate drops to zero and then tends to
be stable under the fixed frame length. To put it sim-
ply, the bytes’ loss rate is only be shown because in
the above experiments, the frames’ loss rate are all
zero. Moreover, with the frame length increasing, the
packet loss rate will decline when the measurements
approach the limit of network; the packet loss rate
also reveals the relationships between the downlink
throughput and upstream throughput, which tells us
why the downlink throughput is never less than the
upstream throughput.
On the whole, with the frame length growing, the net-
work performance of the communication path is im-
proved, that is to say, leaving the throughput increasing
and making the packet loss rate decreasing. But the
increasing latency is also paid.5.2 Performance stability
The network performance measurement under the
special frame length and the fixed interframe gap is
Figure 10 Throughput under different frame length.
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interframe gap under the maximum throughput, the
performance parameters of throughput, latency, and
packet loss rate are stable with the growth of the
number of frames. It is obvious that the network per-
formance measurement parameters under different
frame length are credible.
5.3 Performance comparison
In order to fully evaluate our approach, the network
performance measurement system of our approach is
compared with it using software to send probe dataFigure 11 Packet loss rate under different frame length.frames for the same one communication path. The soft-
ware system operates at the host computer. It uses the
libnet to cyclically encapsulate data frame according to
the user’s configurations. Then, it forwards those data
frames immediately. Meanwhile, in order to monitor the
network traffic transmitted and received for each net-
work interface, the above NetFPGA is also used to count
the network traffic in the software system. Moreover, we
do not wait for the interframe gap when sending those
data frames so as to maximize the network performance,
namely sending back-to-back data frames to reveal the
network performance.

















1 871 871 2,632 0 0
2 871 871 2,640 0 0
256 239 3 871 871 2,640 0 0
4 871 871 2,632 0 0
5 871 871 2,640 0 0
1 910 910 4,688 0 0
2 910 910 4,688 0 0
512 463 3 910 910 4,688 0 0
4 910 910 4,688 0 0
5 910 910 4,688 0 0
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the software for maximum throughput are presented
in Table 2. When the frame length is 256 bytes, the
maximum throughput is 132 Mbps in the software,
which is far below it in the NetFPGA; even if the
frame length is increasing to 1,024 bytes, the max-
imum throughput is merely 220 Mbps, which is far
less than the ideal network bandwidth 1 Gbps. On
the contrary, our approach can be applied in high-
speed network and it also can be migrated to ten
gigabit high-speed networks.
A similar work based on FPGA is also compared
with our approach. The channel utilization under dif-
ferent platforms is shown in Table 3. For the frames
per second, the maximum throughput of 71% of the
ideal one is given for 64 bytes in [14]. Its latency is
only accurate to microsecond and it is merely pre-
sented for an Ethernet 100 Mbps. But the channel
utilization of our approach on the NetFPGA can be
100% of the ideal one for 64 bytes under 100 Mbps.
And the latency can be accurate to the nanosecond.
In addition, when it is deployed in an Ethernet 1
Gbps, the maximum throughput of our approach is
721 Mbps under 66 clock cycles for 64 bytes whenTable 2 The probe data frames sent in the NetFPGA and










1,024 931 220the data frames are not missing. It is obvious that
our approach has better performance than it.6 Conclusions
In this paper, an FPGA-based high-speed network per-
formance measurement solution for RFC 2544 is pro-
posed. The active measurement method is employed to
send probe data frames. The passive measurement
method is used to monitor network traffic of each
Ethernet interface. Our architecture also supports CAM
interface to match the special tags with two stage pipe-
lines, which helps us to calculate the throughput and la-
tency precisely. A SRAM interface is provided to access
the data frame, which enables our approach to be applied
in high-speed network.
An FPGA-based prototype is also implemented for
evaluation. It also can be migrated to ten gigabit
high-speed networks. The experimental results show
that the network performance parameters can be
measured accurately. Comparing with the network
performance measurement using software to send
probe data frames and a similar work based on
FPGA, it can be used in high-speed network and the
latency can be accurate to the nanosecond.
In order to be applied in the real network widely,
generating more complex and real network traffic ac-
cording to the users’ choice will be considered in our
future research. Extending our method reliably also
will be taken into account. Thus, a more perfect per-
formance will be provided for the users.Table 3 The channel utilization under different platforms
Frame length (Byte) Performance index FPGA NetFPGA
64 Channel 71% 100%
utilization
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